OBJECTION TO A REQUEST FOR TARIFF SUSPENSION/TARIFF QUOTA (delete inappropriate measure)

(Member State: Slovak Republic)

Part I

Request No:
CN-Code:
Goods description:
Working No:
• Goods are currently produced in the Union or Turkey and are available on the market.
• Equivalent or substitute products are currently obtainable within the Union or Turkey.
Explanatory comments (differences, why and how it may replace the requested product):
Technical data sheets which prove the character and quality of the offered product have to be attached.
• Other:
Suggested compromise (explanatory comments):
Transfer into a tariff quota:
Suggested quota volume:
Partial tariff suspension:
Suggested duty rate:
Other proposals:
Remarks:

Company producing currently an identical, equivalent or substitute product within the EU or Turkey

Name of the company:
Person to contact:
Address:
Tel.:
Fax:
E-mail:
Product trade name:

OBJECTION TO A REQUEST FOR TARIFF SUSPENSION/TARIFF QUOTA (delete inappropriate measure)

(Member State: Slovak Republic)
Part II

Production capacity (available for the market; e.g. not bound in house or by contracts):

Present:

Within the next six months: